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The movement of research findings from the university to the public school has
historically been slow. A random sample of educational researchers and school
superintendents were surveyed to determine (1) how superintendents and educational
researchers actually perceive responsibility for implementation of research findings.
and (2) if the results correspond to those uncovered by Dykman in his study of
research and management in business. The subjects were asked to respond to four
statements concerning administrator-researcher relationships. using a four-point
agreement-disagreement scale. The four statements are (1) separate-functionalist
(one need not understand the processes. objectives, or environment of the other). (2)
communicator (administrator needs to . understand methods and language of
researcher). (3) persuader (researcher needs to understand administrator and his
methods). and (4) mutual-understanding (administration and research cannot be
separated). The responses indicated that (1) both administrators and researchers
show strong .support for the mutual-understanding position. (2) the perceptions on aN

positions are similar. and (3) administrators with research experience and
researchers with administrative experience are very similar in their perceptions. (HW)
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PROBLEM:

During the past several years various segments of the educational community

have expressed concerm with the slow movement of research findings from the

university to the pUblic schools (e.g., The Center for the Advanced Study of

Educational Administration and the National Institute for the Study of Education-

al Change). Many different variables can be hypothesized as contributing agents,

and the whole prablem quickly becomes quite complex. The complexity of the

problem, however, cannot be used as an excuse to avoid an examination of it.

The need for more rapid implementation of research findings is quickly approach-

ing a critical stage. The assumption that research findings, once published,

will somehow become new practices in the public schools is erroneous. It just

doesn't happen. Yet it is not adequate to admonish harried administrators to

stop all else and begin reading research publications and to start implementing

every new idea they come across. Change fco its own sake is not the answer.

One of the roles of the researcher is to propose changes which will increase

the results that can be obtained from some segment of the school system. The

administrator autharizes fae implementation of changes in the system and must

stand accountable for the results. Since both want to increase the "payoff" of

the system, their roles should be seen as mutually complimentary. Yet, each

exists in a separate world with a myriad of daily problems and pressures which

must be taken into account when approaching a decision situation.
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The gap between research and administration with regard to the implementation

of research findings is not the sole prerogative of education. In fact, it exists

in every field where research is being conducted. One such field is business. The

business community faces a "problem of implementation" in relation to the findings

of operational research and management no less real than that existing in education.

This study, in fact, duplicates some aspects of a study conducted in this field by

Dykman (1) based upon concepts developed by Churchman and Schainblatt (2) in an

article in Management Science. Churchman and Schainblatt (3), in examining activ-

ities which were appropriate in bringing about effective implementation relation-

ships between scientist and manager in business and industry, identified four

concepts, or positions, which are relevant to this general topic. These positions

are:

The Separete-Punctionalist - is probably more in-tune with

realfiy than with the way either administrators or researchers
feel the ideal relationship should be. It rests upon the

supposition that both professional groups work in their own
"world" mith few links or channels of communication with the

other.

The Communicator - underscores the fact that the language of
the researcher maybe alien to the administrator. This position

statement places tbe burden for understanding upon the adminis-

trator. In other words, it is his responsibility to learn the

language of researdh.

The Persuader - this position forces research into being respon-

sible for ferreting out the needs of administrators and then

doing something; about them.

(1) Dykman, Thomas R., "Management Implementation of Scientific Research:

An Attitudinal Study", tanaelent Science, Vol. 13, No. 10, June, 1967.

(2) Churchman, E. W., and Sdhainblatt, A. H., "The Researcher and the Manager:

A Dialectic of Implementation", ,Management Science, Vol. 11, No. 4,

February, 1965.

(3) Ibid. Churchman and Schainblatt, pp B-69--B-70
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The Mutual-Understanding position rests on the premise that
both admlnistrator and researcher know their jobs coupled
with an appreciation for the needs, means, objectives and
restrictions of the other.

It will be noted that these concepts range from the position which sees adminis-

tration and research as essentially separate functions; through to that advocating

having the administrator develop an awareness of the problems of the researcher;

to that which reverses this position and feels it is the responsibility of the

researcher to understand the problems of the administrator; and finally to that

position which maintains that both administrators and researchers have a joint

responsibility in the development of sensitivity to the problems and needs of each

other. These relationships, of course, are optimal, and as such probably never

approximate the real world. Additionally, their discussion treats the adminis-

trator-researcher relationship as a discrete unit detached from institutional or

organizational realities. Dykman, however, felt that this approach to the imple-

mentation problem was at a high enough level of abstraction to mvercome the limit-

ations imposed by the above considerations.

As an extension of the concepts developed by Churchman and Schainblatt,

pykman (4) carried out an attitudinal study on two groups: forty-five managers

and forty-five individuals working pmdmarily in the area of operations research

methods. Dykman used a series of four statements each of which was designed to

represent one of the four concepts developed by Churchman and Schaihblatt. Dykman

developed his four statements (see Appendix A) to represent, on a mutually ex-

clusive basis, each of the four concepts. His study, however, encountered evidence

of the willingness of his subjects to support two or more of the statements at

the same time. Both the administrators and researchers used in his study had a

*(4) 2E. cit. pykman, p B-613
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tendency to link the COMMUNICATION or PERSUASION positions with the MUTUAL-

UNDERSTANDING one. Additionally, Dykman found that the MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING

position failed to achieve any more agreement than did either of the two pre-

viously mentioned. While the amount of agreement that the MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING

position did receive from both researchers and administrators was significantly

more than would have been expected by chance alone at a .05 level of significance

(x24= 8.467, d.f. = 3), Dykuan had anticipated that this position would receive

by far the greatest response agreement. He posits that the interpretation given

this position by his subjects accounts for its failure to receive the anticipated

response. pykman poses two possible interpretations to the MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING

position; it would appear that his subjects were responding to the first defini-

tion, and as such were in part rejecting it.

1. Self-analysis is necessary for both administrators and

researchers so that each may understand the unconscious

factors which influence the decisions of the other.

2. Trust and good communications between research and

administration lead to viable relationships without

resource to an understanding of the unconscious moti-

vations of each other.

This paper is an application of the four concepts concerning relationships

V.

between scientist and manager to the field of education. In essence, it seeks

to answer the question: do the perceptions of educational administrators and

researchers differ with respect to the responsibilities each has in the imple-

mentation process? /f both of these groups can agree on responsibility, all

problems of implementation are not going to be solved. Better understanding of

such responsibilities or roles might, however, open up new avenues of access.
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This study, then, is explicitly concerned with:

(a) determining the way chief school administrators
(superintendents) and educational researchers
perceive responsibility for implementation of
research findings, and

(b) determining if the responses uncovered by Dykman
in his study of operational research and business
management correspond with those uncovered in a

survey of school administrators and researchers.

PROCEDURE:

A survey instrument was developed for use in this study containing four

position statements similar to those used by Dykman, but with slight modifica-

tions in wording to fit education. Comparability of position statements was

maintained so that the results of the two studies could be analyzed to ascertain

if the attitudes of researchers amd managers in business and industry carry-over

to the world of education. These four position statements were felt to be mutu-

ally exclusive (a position also maintained by Dykman). Four response choices

were available for each of the statements: strongly agree; agree; disagree;

and strongly disagree. A neutral response category was purposely omitted in an

effort to force a choice. The four statements actually used in this study are

reproduced below.

A. Separate-Punctionalist: The educational researcher's

job is to generate workable solutions to problems

facing the educational community. The implementation

of new techniques is solely the responsibility of the

administrator. It is NOT necessary for either of
these professionals to understand the processes,
objectives, or environment of the other.

B. Communicatco: If solutions to educational problems
airEFEFFopeoy implemented, the MOST important
requirement is for the administrator to aoguire more

understanding of the methods and language used by the

researcher. Conversely, a detailed understanding of

the administratco by the educational researcher is

neither required nor necessary.
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C. Persuader: What is MOST needed for effective imple-

errMim of empirical solutions to administrative
and teaching problems is a better uuderstanding

the educational researcher of the administrator and

his methods. A detailed understanding of the re-

searcher by the administrator is neither required

nor necessary.

D. Mntual -Understanding: In fact, administration and

research cannot be separated. Before there can be

effective implementation of solutions to educational

problems, the primary condition required is a mutual

understanding of the needs, means, objectives and

restrictions which affect the creative processes of

BOTH those engaged in educational research and school

gaiListration.

Stratified random saupling techniques were used in the selection of both

school administrators and educational researchers to be surveyed. The Auerdcan

Educational Research Association Directory, 1967-68, was the source front which

research personnel were drawn. Geographical stratification (in order to include

representatives from all areas) was accomplished by grouping the states into the

seven regional classifications used by the Gallup surveys (5). The sample itself

was developed by determining the number of A.E.R.A. members per state, developing

a percentage of the total membership, and then prpportionally pidking; the sample

size. This breakdown is illustrated in Appendix B.

(5) New England: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut .:

:.,Middle,Atlantic: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,

--TrairVirign; District of Columbia

East Central: Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois

West Central: Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South

Dakcta, Nareskas Kansas

Southern: Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,

Kentucky Tennessee , Alabama Mississ ippi Arkansas Louisiana ,

Oklahoma, Texas

Rocky Mountain: Montana, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada,

New Mexico

Pacific: California, Washington, Oregon, Hawaii
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For the selection of administrators, school districts were stratified

geographically (as above) and then by enrollment data; districts with enrollments

of 6,000 or more and suburban districts adjacent to metropolitan areas were in-

cluded for sample selection. Appendix C portrays the number and percentage of

school districts resulting from such a categorization.

As determined before the study was conducted, a confidence level of .90

with a .05 degree of accuracy would require a sample of 260 educational researchers

and 222 chief school administrators. A questionnaire return of 60.7 per cent and

52.7 per cent, respentively, hinders the drawing of conclusions with that much

percision; but it would be hoped that the response patterns reported in this study

will not be considered as irrelevant, but rather taken as trends to which consid -

eration gust be given. This is especially true since the trends were very definite.

Tbe questionnaire was mailed in May of 1968; returns were poocessed the

summer of 1968. A copy of the cover letter accompanying the questionnaire is

reported in Appendix D, and the survey instrument itself is reproduced in Appendix

E.

RESULTS:

A percentage breakdown of the response patterns to the four statements by

administrators and researchers is presented in Table I. The proportional differ-

ence between general agreement and disagreement toward the four positions is

quite wide. The MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING position was obviously perceived as the

pivotal statement; educators surveyed for this study strongly gravitated toward

it. It is interesting to note that administrators registered more general agree-

ment witb all four positions than did the researchers. The response patterns for

both groups are basically the same, though it will be noted that the researchers
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expressed a somewhat larger amount of disagreement to the

position. Response distributions for both administrators

significantly at a .01 level from what have been expected

(Administrators - x2 = 310.202, d.f. = 9; and Researchers

TABLE I

PERCENTAGE RESPONSE PATTERNS,
ADMINISTRATORS AND RESEARCHERS

MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING

and researchers differ

by chance alone.

- x2 = 25.236, d.f. = 9).

11111111 .. N.Nalkw_g=1/1.101011

Positions Number
Strongly
Asree

.8

.6

7.6
3.7

4.2
4.4

75.2
60.7

Afiree

5.1
3.1

17.0
14.5

20.5
16.4

22.2
29.1

Disagree

35.8
29.3.

41.0
49.3

45.2
49.3

1.7
8.8

Strongly
Disagree

58.1_
67.0

34.1

32.2

29.9
29.7

.8

1.2

Separate-Rinctionalist
117
158

117
158

13.7

158

117
158

Administratoi.'In'

Researcher *-

Communicator
. .

Administrator::

Researcher'"

Persuader

Administrato
Researcher ,

Mutual-Understandin&

Administrato?"r
Researcher

1111111111111111.

As was previously mentioned, the four position statements were designed to be

mutually exclusive. Evidence was encountered, however, that a fourth,of the

administrators and nearly a fifth of the researchers ho:4 the same strength of

agreement for two or more of the positions. Of the administrators who expressed

"strong agreement" with two or more positions, all included the MUTUAL-UNDER-

STANDING classification in their selections; two-thirds of these respondents

linkel the COMMUNICATOR position with it. There also Was uncovered a slight

tendency to link the PERSUASION position with the MUTUAL-UNDERSTAMNG one.
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This is an interesting split coming from a group of administrators since the

COMMUNICATOR implies the burden of responsibility for understanding is upon the

administrator; the PERSUADER position reverses this stand. When administrators

expressed just "general agreement" with two or more positions, there was a

tendency to link the COMMUNICATOR and PERSUADER positions together. For those

respondents who included the MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING position in their selection

(65%), there war a three-way split between linking it with the COMMUNICATOR,

PERSUADER, and COMMUNICATOR-PERSUADER positions.

Researchers very seldomstrongly asreed with two or more of the position

statements; in fact, only four par cent did so. Among these respondents, the

PERSUADER position is linked to that of MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING in all but one

instance. Administrators and researchers both displayed the same percentage

(14.5%) of "general agreement" with two or more positions. Among researchers

in this classification, there was a fairly even split into support for the fol-

lowing combinations: MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING and COMMUNICATOR; MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING

and PERSUADER; and COMMUNICATOR and PERSUADER.

It's quite difficult to decipher which factors contributed to the acceptance

of two or more mutually exclusive statements. It is impossible to know whether

these responses were to the total statements or merely to certain sentences to

which the respondent could agree. If the latter is the case, the capitalization

and underlining failed to direct attenticm to the problem Leing posed by each

statement.

Since this portion of the study corresponds to the one conducted by Eykman,

results of the two will be coupared before going on to a discussion of an addi-

tional aspect considered only in the poesent study.

1. The operational research personnel included in Dykman's study disagreed

: nearly'S to 1 with the SEPARATE-FUNCTIONALIST position, while the
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managers were fairly evenly split. Educational administrators and

researchers both strongly disagreed with this position statement.

Dykman postulated that in his sample, the possibility of movement from

a research position to a managerial one, may have led his research

respondents into being less willing to accert the idea that research

and management functions are different. Since this sharp job distinc-

tion does not exist in education, and movement between research and

management-type funytions, regardless of job classification, is quite

common, the need for some form of communication may be perceived as

more useful by the practitioner in education.

2. The last three position statements (COMMUNICATOR, PERSUADER, and MUTUAL-

UNDERSTANDING) all presuppose some degree of communication, and it would

be anticipated that they would receive more agreement than the SEPARATE-

FUNCTIONALIST position. This, in fact, occurred in both this and Dykman's

study. However, Dykman did not achieve more agreement to the MUTUAL-

UNDERSTANDING position than to the COMMUNICAT and PERSUADER positions.

Quite the opposite was discovered in this survey of educators. Responses

on some questionnaires, in fact, commented that the results, that would

be obtained, could be anticipated w1thout recourse to a survey. Dykman

also had anticipated an overwhelming agreement to this last position,

but he did not receive it.

3. Dykman found a willingness,.on the part of his subjects, to not view

the classifications as mutually exclusive. This same phenomena was

observed in this study. The managers in Dykmen's study had a slight

preference for the COMMUNICATOR position, add the researthers for that

of PERSUADER. Two-thirds of the educational administrators linked the
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COMMUNICATOR position with that of MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING. As far as

researchers go, those who did agree with more than one position, split

between the PERSUADER and COMMUNICATOR positions with no definite trend

displayed. In the total sample, no preference by either group was ex-

pressed for one position over the other. pykman felt that the trend

he had discovered, while not significant, might indicate a tendency for

researchers to regard their need to understand nanagers as most imporst-

tants while managers expressed a great need to understand the research-

ers. However, those surveyed in this study expressed a strong tendency

to support the MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING position to the exclusion of the

others; a finding not encountered by Dykman.

The responses of those administrators, who had had same-expebiencein échrn.

cational researchi-webe broken out from the total sample, to see if this experi-

ence influenced perceptions toward the four position statements. Thirty-three

per cent of the administrators fell into this classification. Table II compares

these responses to those with no experience in educational research.

TABLE II

PERCENTAGE RESPONSE PATTERNS OF ADMINISTRWORS
WITH AND WITHOUT PRIOR RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

Positions Number
Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Separate-FUnctionalist

No Research Exp. 78 1.2 6.4 33.3 58.9
Research Exp. 39 2.5 41.0 56.4

Communicator
-110 Research Exp. 73 10.2 12.8 42.3 34.6

Research Exp. 39 2.5 25.6 38.4 33.3

Persuader
No Research Exp. 78 2.5 20.5 43.5 33.3
Research Exp. 39 7.6 20.5 48.7 23.0

Mutual-Understanding
No Research Exp. 78 78.2 19.2 2.5 011100106

Research Exp. 39 69.2 28.2 2.5
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Using an Agreement Index derived by adding together the per cent of

responses to the "strongly agree" and "agree" categories, several points can

be brought out:

1. Those administrators with some research experience were less

inclined than the total sample to accept the position that pro-

vides for no communication between researchers and administrators

(SEPARATE-FUNCTIONALIST). It would appear that those without

research experience were slightly more inclined to not view

communication as an impediment to the successful implementation

of research findirgs.

2. The administrators in this group are a little more inclined (5.1%)

to accept the COMMUNICATOR and PERSUADER:positions than those

without this experience. These two positions imply the necessity

for communication on the part of either the researcher or the

administrator.

3. Nevertheless, both groups are in agreement on support for the

MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING position. This position implies that

communication is a two-way street and both parties must accept

responsibility for its success.

Response patterns of researchers with and without prior administrative

experience wes also broken out from the total sample and is reported in

Table III.
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TABLE III

PERCENTAGE RESPONSE PATTERN OF RESEARCHERS

WITH AND WITHOUT PRIOR ADMINISTRATIVE EVERIENCE

AINIsmum IIMIIImarmersom

Strongly Strongly

Positio:be__.__..._r_g_E__..saeeDisaeelsNun.

Separate -Ftinctionalist

No Admin. Exp. 53 1,8 3.7 26.4 67.9

Admin. Exp. 105 ... 2.8 30.4 66.6

Communicator
No Admin. Exp. 53 3.7 13.2 49.0 33.9

Admin. Exp. 105 3.8 15.2 49.5 31.4

Persuader
No Admin. Exp. 53 1.8 13.2 50.0 33.9

Admin. Exp. 105 5.7 18.0 48.5 27.6

Mhtual-Understandim
No Admin, Exp. 53 60.3 32.0 7.5 Om SONO

Admin. Exp. 105 60.9 27.6 9.5 1.9

One-hundred five researchers (66.4%), from the entire sample, reported

administrative experience. Again, using an Agreement Index derived by adding

together the par cent of responses to the "strongly agree" and "agree"

categories, the following observations were made:

1. Those researchers with administrative experience are slightly less

inclined to accept the SEPARATE-FUNCTIONALIST position than are those

without this experience. Those administrators with prior research

experience also responded in the same manner. It would appear that

work experience in the opposite activity leads to a realization of

the importance of communication between groups.

2. These researchers with administrative experience are a little more

inclined to accept the COMMUNICATOR and PERSUADER positions than are
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those without this experience. This same observation was again

made among those administrators with prior research experience.

3. Both groups of researchers expressed strong support for the MUTUAL -

UNDERSTANDING position, though it received 3.9 per cent more dis-

agreement among the group with the prior administrative experience.

CONCLUSIONS:

The movement of research findings from the university to the public school

has historically been slow. This same problem of "implementation" also exists

in fields other that education. In 1967, a study was conducted in the area of

business which hypothesized that manager and scientist have different perceptions

on responsibility for the implementation of research findings, and that this

divergence of perceptions =responsibility creates a void that hinders the

implementation process. This study replicates the one done in business in an

effort to determine:

(a) the way superintendents and educational researchers

actually perceivr) responsibility for implementation

of research findings, and

(b) if the results uncovered in the business world cor-

respond to those in education.

A random sample of educational researchers and school superintendents were

nailed the survey i Arument. Analysis of the responses indicates that:

1. Both administrators and researchers show strong support for the MUTUAL-

UNDERSTANDING position. This amount of support far exceeds what would

have been expected by chance alone. This can be taken as a positive

t.Agn that there,does exist a deep awareness of the need for communi-

cation in order to step up the process of implementation of research

findings in the public schools.
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2. The study conducted by pykman in the field of business did not uncover

any stronger support for the MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING position than for

the COMMUN/CATOR or PERSUADER positions. These two positions impZy

that one or the other (administrator or researcher) is largely respon-

sible for seeing that ideas and knowledge are communicated to the

other party. Educators see it as a mutual responsibility.

3. The perceptions of both educational administrators and researchers on

all positions were very similar. This finding does not agree with the

observations made in the pykman study where those with managerial

positions and those engaged ha operational research had very different

perceptions toward the same position statements. Thistagain, can be

taken as a plus factor for education -- the awareness of the problem

is a first step toward its solution.

4. Administrators with prior experience in research and researchers with

prior experience in administration were found to be very similar to

each other in their perceptions of the need for adequate communication.

Both groups displayed suppcot for similar positions beyond the level

of agreement expressed by those lacking this experience. All respon-

dents, again, expressed the greatest agreement with the MUTUAL-UNDER-

STANDING position.

5. With both groups expressing a need for MUTUAL-UNDERSTANDING, there is

hope that the process of implementing research can be speeded up.

This study was nct designed to try to uncover the yethods which could

be used to facilitate this pmcess; rather, it was to ascertain the

point at which such a process would have to begin. Given the awareness

of the problem, the establiehment of mechanism to facilitate the flow

of communication appears to be naw needed.



APPENDIX A

POSITION STATEMENTS USED IN THE DYKMAN STUD1

1 Separate Functions:

The task of the scientist is to prepare as complete a plan as possible,
taking into account as many aspects of the problem as possible and
conforming to the standards of scientific researdh. The completed
plan is then presented to the manager, whose responsibility it is to
accept or reject what is proposed.

2. Communication:

The likelihood of effective implementation of the results of scientific
research to management problems nay BEST be increased by a specific
action on the part of the manager: he should endeavor to understand

, not only what the researcher does but why he 6oes what he does. In
this way the manager may react to the work to effectively serve his
own ends.

3. Persuasion:

Tbe GREATEST existing obstacle to effective implementation of the results
of scientific research to managerial problems is the lack of researchers
in really understanding the important issues facing the manager. The

scientist, then, must come to understand the manager by sensing both
wbat makes the manager what he is and what the manager is really trying
to do.

4. Mutual-Understanding:

Effective implementation of scientific design in the solution of managerial
problems calls initially for an intellectual attack on the mysteries of
BOTH management and science; it calls for an understanding of the politics
of decision making on the one hand and an understanding of the creative
process on the other.



APPENDIX P

AMERICAN A.E.L A. MEMBERSHIP BY
GEOGRAPHICAL REGION

1967-68

Re ian

NUmber
of

Members

Per Cent
of

Total

Sample
Size

New England 400 6.5 17

Middle Atlantic 1807 29.7 77

East Central 1410 23.2 60

West Central 633 10.4 27

Southern 882 14.5 38

Rocky Mountain 223 3.6 9

Pacific 696 11.4 29

Alaska 5 4ED ED 1

Hawaii 19 .3 2

TOTAL 6075 260



APPENDIX C

NUMBER OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS BY REGION
BROKEN INTO A.D.M. STRATUM*

Suburban
Stratum #3. Stratum #2 Stratum #3 Stratum #4 Stratum #5 Under 6,000

ion lsTo7----er- No. % 11137-fr-

aw England
F iddle Atlantic

est Central
Central

nrthern
ocky Mountain
ic I fi c

taska11111.10.11.

wail.
1 4.0 --- ........ 11011, .011100/1 ODOID.110 se ~Mao OP -MI .I.ea MOM VOINIDNIM MD

11111. ON ON.M.111.1. 1. 1.8 4 4.14 21. 6.8 46 7.6 5 3.8
7 28.0 5 9.4 Li 4.4 56 18.2 147 24. 3 59 45.0
5 20.0 4 7.5 U. 12.3 43 14.0 88 14.5 43 32.8
2 8.0 4 7.5 7 7.8 24 7.8 54 8.9 6 4.5
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Suburban districts adjacent to Metropolitan areas



APPENDIX D

Educational Program Management Center
Educational Development Faculty

College of Education
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43210

May 1, 1968

Dear Researcher:

With the expansion of the availability of federal funds, research in the

educational arena has increased at a tremendous rate. The slow degree to

Which public education is adopting and benefiting from results of recent

research findings has, however, become a Major point of concern.

The attached survey questionnaire can be completed in a matter of minutes,

it is seeking to identigy perceptions on responsibility for the implementation

of researdh findings. This "problem of implementation" has been looked at by

business in the manager-scientist relationship. The application of some of

these findings to the administrator-researcher relationship appears to be a

logical extension. The purpose of this questionnaire is to secure data relevant

to this point. We hope that you will be able to take a few minutes to complete

the enclosed checklist.

A return envelope has been enclosed fbr your convenience. We would appre-

ciate having :your response by June 1, 1968.

Sincerely yours,

Desmond L. Cook, Director
Educational Program

Management Center

DLC/pab

Encl.



APPENDIX E

Educational Program Management Center
Educational Development Faculty

College of Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

A SURVEY ON THE PERCEPTIONS OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS 6 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHERS

--------Tc-4-11-wardte Roles of Each in the r--"TimpleaiiEERialqiiiETTEffiliiii-------

Below are four statements relative to the perceptions of chief school administrators

(superintendents) and educational researchers toward the responsibility for imple-

mentation of research findings into school practice. Please respond to each of

the statements by placing in the parenthesis before each statement the number cor-

responding to the following response terms. Be sure to put a number for each

statement.

(1) Strongly Agree; (2) AgE21; (3) Disagree (4) Stron44 Disapee

( ) A. The educational researcher's job is to generate workable solutions

to problems facing the educational community. The implementation

of new techniques is solely the responsibility of the administrator.

It is NOT necessary for either of these professionals to understand

the processes, Objectives, or environment of the other.

( ) B. If solutions to educational problems are to be properly implemented,
the MOST important requirement is for the administrator to acquire
more understanding of the methods and language used by the researcher.

Conversely, a detailed understanding of the administrator by the
educational researcher is neither required nor necessary.

( ) C. What is MOST needed for c2fective implementation of empirical

solutions to administrative and teaching problems is a better
understanding by the educational researcher of the administrator
and his methods. A detalled understanding of the researcher by

the administrator is neither required nor necessary.

( ) D. In fact, adninistration and research cannct be separated. Before

there can be effective implenentation of solutions to educational
problems, the primary condition required is a mutual understanding
of the needs, means, objectives and restrictions which affect the

creative processes of BOTH those engaged in educational research
and school administration.

Please answer the questions on the reverse side of this page.
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IDENTIFICATION DATA

PLEASE Complete All Questions:

1) Main job respotsbility at this time:

a) administration
M

b) research

IIINOONIONNIONO

2) Numbtr years engaged in each of the following areas !

a) administration

b) research
11111111111111111111010110

OMMINIMMIOIMPINS

3) Natioral professional membership: (check as many as needed)

a) AASA

b) AERA

c) Other

.................. OW SO ow Op OM MO Mb a .......

SCHOOL DISTRICT COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

District University

Name: Name:

State: Dept.:

Enrollment: State:

al
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